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Emanuel trying to buy time as city's pension crisis escalates

Mayor aims to push back 'day of reckoning,' most likely until after 2015 city election

By Hal Dardick and Rick Pearson, Chicago Tribune reporters

12:14 AM CDT, September 26, 2013

More than a year ago, Mayor Rahm Emanuel traveled to Springfield and told state lawmakers
that Chicago's "day of reckoning" had arrived as he unsuccessfully sought changes to the

financially shaky government worker pension system he inherited.

On Wednesday the mayor indicated he's going to try to push that day of reckoning into the future, an
approach that helped create the pension mess in the first place. He also acknowledged that a solution is going
to require the city to come up with more money even as he tries to wring cost-saving retirement concessions
out of police and fire unions.

"Reform, revenue and time all go together," Emanuel said in an interview with the Tribune.

The mayor wasn't talking specifics, but a plan put forward by his chief Springfield ally, Senate President John
Cullerton, D-Chicago, could provide an outline.

The measure would require a series of small city property tax increases starting in 2018 — three years into
what would be Emanuel's second term as mayor. It also would delay the need for big increases in city pension
payments to 2022, three years into what would be Emanuel's third term, if he decided to serve that long and
was able to win re-election.

It's unclear at best whether such a plan could pass at the Capitol. Lawmakers, especially those from
Downstate, are unlikely to want to give the mayor of Chicago a way out of his pension mess before they have
solved the state's even bigger pension problems. The Illinois House in late May rejected a similar approach
that would have relieved Chicago Public Schools' pension pressure.

Emanuel needs to press for relief because of the timing of a state law approved while Richard M. Daley was
mayor. It would require the city to put in nearly $600 million more in contributions to police and fire
pensions starting in 2015. That additional amount is about one-fifth of the city's day-to-day operating budget.

Absent any changes, coming up with that much money would require a major tax increase, severe service
cuts or a combination of the two in the budget the mayor will propose a year from now. That's the precise
point at which the next mayoral campaign will be heating up, and proposing cuts and tax increases isn't
exactly a way to voters' hearts.

Emanuel called the 2010 state law "mindless, reckless and irresponsible."
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"I believe, push this back, allow us the time, the foresight, to work through the issues," the mayor said. The
state requirements have "got everybody focused. Now, (the unions should) come to the table and work with
us, push the time out," he said.

But delaying the day of reckoning is what got the city's pension funds in trouble. For decades, Chicago
mayors have not paid in the amount financial experts say is necessary to keep the retirement systems solvent.
Putting off the infusion of cash until 2022 would allow that downward spiral to continue longer.

The city's pension shortfall stands at about $19.5 billion in its four funds for retired municipal workers,
laborers, police and firefighters. That debt is nearly quadruple what it was a decade ago. Altogether, the four
pension plans have an estimated 35 percent of what they need to pay benefits.

The state law that kicks in requires higher payments into the police and fire pension plans based on what
actuaries say the city needs to pay to get up to 90 percent funding by 2040.

The retirement plan for city police officers is 31 percent funded and is short $6.9 billion, while the
firefighters' pension plan is only 25 percent funded and is about $3 billion short, financial analysts say.

The hammer the state is holding over the city would require payments into the four retirement systems to rise
from about $483.4 million in the 2014 budget to about $1.1 billion in 2015.

The city has long used property taxes to pay for pensions. Using property taxes alone to make the higher
police and pension fire payments, the city would have to boost its total real estate tax collections by nearly 50
percent, Emanuel noted.

Combine City Hall's pension costs with the huge amount of money needed to fund Chicago Public Schools
pensions and the resulting property tax hikes means "there will be a mass exodus" from Chicago, Emanuel
said.

"It will be the largest caravan since America settled the West," the mayor said. Suburban property taxes
historically are much higher than those in Chicago, however.

Warnings over the city's pension crisis have been flashing red.

Standard & Poor's Rating Services issued a negative outlook on Chicago's general obligation bonds nearly
two weeks ago. That followed Moody's Investors Service's decision to drop the city's general obligation bond
rating three notches in July. The Moody's move came a month after Fitch Ratings put the city's rating on
review for a potential downgrade.

All three ratings services cited the city's bleak pension outlook.

Emanuel had hoped to piggyback a series of pension changes onto any legislation coming out of Springfield
aimed at dealing with the state's own problems with retirement funding. But long-standing legal and political
complexities have prevented agreement on any plans to deal with Illinois' worst-in-the-nation $100 billion
pension debt — let alone Chicago's problems.

"The magnitude of Chicago's unfunded liability, both nominally and as a percentage of operating revenues,
makes the city an extreme outlier among U.S. municipalities," Rachel Cortez, vice president and senior
analyst for Moody's, wrote in explaining the firm's downgrade.
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Cortez said reviews by actuaries show that without any action, the city pension plans could become insolvent
"within the next one to two decades." In last year's budget, the pension funds paid out $1.7 billion in benefits
to retirees, compared with only $440 million put in by the city.

S&P said steps need to be taken soon if the city is going to boost property or sales taxes to generate the
dollars needed for the increased payments — though the ratings agency has little belief that would happen
politically.

Analysts note that the city can't just cut its way to finding the money to pay for pensions. Nearly two-thirds of
city spending is earmarked for public safety, most to keep cops and firefighters on the streets, said Helen
Samuelson, the Chicago-based director of U.S. public finance for S&P.

For his part, Emanuel this year offered up a blueprint for righting the city's public safety pensions in the form
of an agreement he reached with the leadership of the Chicago police sergeants union.

That deal would have required sergeants to pay more toward their retirement, raised the retirement age,
lowered cost-of-living increases and required retired sergeants to pay part of their health care costs. The city
would have phased in the higher payments required by the state. In exchange, sergeants would have started
off with bigger annual pension checks upon retirement.

But the rank-and-file sergeants rejected the proposal after Mike Shields, president of the much larger
Fraternal Order of Police, fought against it. The FOP and the city are locked in a tense standoff over a new
contact after the previous one expired at the end of June 2012.

None of that bodes well for a pension agreement anytime soon between Emanuel and the FOP. Shields said
talks have been in slow motion, with the last meeting held in early summer.

Emanuel repeatedly has said it is unfair for police and fire union members to continue contributing to a
pension system that would not be able to pay benefits that had been promised. The mayor now is trying to
appeal to union members who as city residents also pay property taxes.

"They, themselves, should not have to pay more — 50 percent (more) — in property taxes, and they don't
want their neighbors to, either," Emanuel said.

The mayor cited Lexington, Ky., as a potential model for pension reform. Facing a threefold rise in annual
city payments into the system, municipal officials and the city's police and fire unions there agreed to let an
arbitrator decide what changes should be made.

In the end, retirements came later, cost-of-living increases in pension payments were reduced and employees
paid more toward their retirement, Lexington Mayor Jim Gray explained last week in The Wall Street
Journal. In return, Gray wrote, the city doubled its annual contributions to the pension funds.

When Illinois lawmakers approved the 2010 Chicago police and fire pension law, then-Mayor Daley railed
against the rapid escalation of payments. Senate President Cullerton and others promised a revision, but it
never happened. Cullerton has continued talks with city and union officials to try to negotiate a compromise
measure, an aide said.

Near the end of the General Assembly's spring session in May, Cullerton introduced the phase-in pension
alternative that would buy Emanuel time. The legislation would push the 90 percent funding requirement for
the police and fire pension funds to 2061 from 2040 in current law.
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But the police union opposes such a delay.

"We hold the position that if you push this off any further, our pension fund will collapse," the FOP's Shields
said. "We're 30 percent funded. The city has ignored what the actuaries have told them year after year on how
much money to really put in."

Cortez, the ratings analyst for Moody's, said a delay would be financially harmful. "That wouldn't do much to
solve the problem of their unfunded pension liability.

"In fact, it would probably lead to a worsening of the health of the pension plan and it would put them on a
faster track to depletion of assets," she said. "The road is about to end, so there's not going to be much road
left to kick the can down."
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